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Abstract 
In this paper we consider a system of N interacting diffusion processes described by It6 
stochastic differential equations. We first obtain a McKeanPVlasov limit for the empirical 
measure associated with the system in the limit as N + CC. We then consider a special model 
(which has a “temperature” parameter p > 0) and show that the limiting process exhibits 
a phase transition phenomenon: for low temperatures (/I’ > /I,) it has a unique stable invariant 
measure while for high temperatures (/I 5 /I,) the only invariant measure is the degenerate one. 
The former is a zero mean Gaussian measure such that its variance solves Sherrington- 
Kirkpatrick spin glass fixed point equation. 
Keywords: Interacting diffusions; McKean-Vlasov limit; Neural networks; Spin glasses 
1. Introduction 
In recent years there has been several research papers, mainly in physical literature, 
devoted to the study of disordered systems with random interaction. One of the 
classical examples is the Sherrington and Kirkpatrick (SK) infinite-range mean field 
spin glass model (Sherrington and Kirkpatrick, 1975). In the simplest form, SK spin 
glass model can be described by the following N-particle Hamiltonian: 
where S 1, . . . , SN denote N Ising spins and (Ji, j] is a set of i.i.d. real-valued Gaussian 
random variables with probability density 
P(x) = --exp( - x2/2). 
& 
(2) 
The central problem is to determine the following average free energy per spinf(P) at 
inverse temperature p = l/T in the thermodynamic limit N -+ co : 
f(B) = - 1 lim kE[logZz;;}], 
B N- u) 
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. , 
where E denotes the average over the random interactions {Ji.j) and Z,&$’ is the 
usual partition function defined by 
zk;;i = Cexp{ - Pf$.J) 
s 
(S)) = Texp 
i 
P$i,$lJiTjsisj 1 ’ (4) 
where the summation Is is taken over all configurations of S = (S,, . . . , S,). 
The direct computation of (3) is not an easy task because it involves the average 
over log Z,. b (J, J1 rather than over Z ,&‘. The general framework in physical literature to 
deal with this problem is to use the so-called replica method. The classical replica 
symmetric solution to this problem obtained by Sherrington and Kirkpatrick can be 
written as 
f(b) = - kP’(l - q)2 + s- log[2cosh(p&x)]Lexp 
fi --Jj 
(5) 
where q satisfies the fixed point equation 
4= s 3c1 tanh’(&&x)L pm fiexp (6) 
It is known that when /I I /lC = 1 the only solution of (6) is q = 0. When fl > /IC Eq. (6) 
has a unique positive solution q > 0 which corresponds to the spin glass phase. 
Although Sherrington and Kirkpatrick’s mean field theory reproduced many of the 
desired features of the spin glass model, it was soon discovered that at low temper- 
ature the solution is not stable and also yields the negative entropy which contradicts 
basic physical principles. These subtle problems raised considerable research interest 
among physicists during the past 18 years and led to many important theoretical 
discoveries on the nature of the spin glass phase (Megard et al., 1987). 
Sompolinsky and Zippelius (1982) proposed a dynamical approach to study the SK 
spin glass model. Their dynamical approach is attractive because it provides a means 
to calculate the average thermodynamic quantities without using the unphysical 
replica trick. From stochastic calculus point of view this dynamical approach can be 
formulated as a system of N randomly interacting diffusions in [w: 
dxi(t) = h(xi(t))dt + ~ ~ Ji,jq(.xj(t))dt + a(xi(t))dwi(t), i= l....,N, (7) 
JNj=l 
where wr, . . . , wN are N independent standard Brownian motions; (Ji, j} is a set of i.i.d. 
real-valued standard N(0, 1) Gaussian random variables; h(x), a(x) and q(x) are 
suitable functions defined on R. Roughly speaking, the dynamical mean field theory 
predicts that in the limit N--t cc and when t is large the behavior of the interacting 
system (7) can be described by a single self-consistent equation 
dx(t) = h(x(t))dt + G,(t)dt + a(x(t))dw(t), (8) 
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where G&t) is a Gaussian process with mean zero such that its variance satisfies the 
equation 
W$(W&)l = ECdx(t)bM4)1. (9) 
The limit process (8) exhibits very interesting behavior including the so-called phase 
transitions (see also Sompolinsky and Crisanti (1988) for a model on random neural 
networks and Rieger (1989) for a model on ecosystem). 
However, certain mathematical difficulties arise in the rigorous treatment of Eqs. (7) 
and (8). One of the problems is that some of the well developed techniques for 
interacting diffusions cannot be applied directly to Eqs. (7) and (8). For example, for 
weakly interacting’ diffusion models (where Ji,j = 0, a positive constant, and the 
normalization factor is l/N rather than l/J%), the system (7) can be well character- 
ized by its empirical measure which, in the limit N + cc, is related to 
a McKean-Vlasov equation. Several authors have studied weakly interacting diffu- 
sion models under rather general setting and have obtained many beautiful results 
including the existence and uniqueness of the processes and various asymptotic 
behavior (see, e.g., Dawson, 1983; Dawson and Gartner, 1987, 1989; Gartner, 1986; 
Leonard, 1984; Sznitman, 1989). However, when Eq. (7) involve random interactions 
Ji, j the empirical measure associated with the system can no longer be expressed in 
a closed form. Even for some simple models (Geman, 1984; Geman and Hwang, 1982) 
the appearance of Ji,j seems to be rather difficult to handle. 
On the other hand, if we replace the i.i.d. random variables Ji, j by the white noises 
~i,j, then one can use many powerful tools from stochastic analysis to study this 
randomly interacting diffusion model. Thus in this paper, we consider the following 
system of interacting diffusions determined by It6 equations: 
dXIN’(t) = b(xlN’(t))dt + 1 i: cp(x:“‘(t))dwij(t) 
Jkj=1 
+ a(xiN)(t))dBi(t), i = 1, . . . , N, (IO) 
where {Bi}yZ 1 and (wij} rj= 1 are two sets of independent one-dimensional Brownian 
motions; b(x), b(x) and q(x) are suitable continuous functions on Iw. 
The same idea of replacing Ji, j by a family of Brownian motions has also been used 
by Comets and Neveu (1993) in which they studied the fluctuation of free energy, 
energy and entropy in the high temperature regime for the SK spin glass model. Using 
well established technique of stochastic calculus they proved that these fluctuations 
are simply Gaussian processes with independent increments, a generalization of 
a result proved by Aizenman et al. (1987). 
It should be pointed out that replacing the Ji,j in the original SK spin glass by white 
noise as we did in this paper is purely a mathematical idealization which makes the 
problem tractable. The true nature of the SK spin glass model may be quite different 
from the one derived from the white noise models. Recently, Ben Arous and Guionnet 
(1993) studied more directly the original SK spin glass model by considering the 
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following gradient type It6 equations: 
dxi(t) = - VU(xi(t))dt + B 5 Ji,jxj(t)dt + dwi(t), 
JNi=I 
i = 1, . . . , N, (11) 
where U is a potential function and {Ji,j} is the usual set of i.i.d. real-valued N(0, 1) 
Gaussian random variables. They used a quite different approach to derive the limit 
McKeanVlasov process. Roughly speaking, they first established a large deviation 
principle for the annealed (i.e., average on disorder Ji, j) invariant empirical measures 
corresponding to the system (11). Based on the rate function of the invariant empirical 
measures they derived a McKeanVlasov limit. The limiting process is governed by 
a nonlinear stochasticequation containing a Gaussian process which is related to the 
original process. 
Our main result shows that, as N + x , the empirical measure associated with 
(N) x , ) . . , XN (N) of Eq. (10) conve r g es in probability to a deterministic measure which is 
the distribution of the process {x(t): t 2 0) determined uniquely by the equation 
dx(t) = b(x(t))dt + Jmdw(r) + o(x(r))dB(r), 
p(t) = distribution of x(t), (12) 
where B and w are two independent one-dimensional Brownian motions, and the 
notation (p(t), cp”) denotes the integral 
(14th v2> = cp2(x)AtkW. 
R 
We then study the equilibrium behavior of a special model of (10) in which the drift 
term b is assumed to be a linear form and the diffusion term 0 is set to zero, i.e., we 
consider the following system of It6 equations in Iw: 
dXfN’(t) = - xiN'(t)$t + JL 5 q(Xy’(t))dwij(t), 
JNj=I 
i=l > ... > N, (13) 
with 
dx) = 4 tanh(B.4, (14) 
where p is a positive parameter which, as we shall see, plays a similar role as the 
inverse temperature in equilibrium statistical physics. This model is mainly motivated 
by a random neural network model studied by Sompolinsky and Crisanti (1988). The 
original model of Sompolinsky and Crisanti (1988) consists of the following N coupled 
first-order differential equations: 
$xi”‘(t) = - xIN’(t) + I$ .Ji. jcp(xyyt)), 
JNj=I 
i=l > .. . . N, (15) 
where the quantities xiN’(t), . . , xf’(t) represent N neurons at time t, and the quantit- 
ies cp(xiN’(t)), .. . , cp(xr’(t)) represent the corresponding responses of the system to 
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x:N’(t), . . . ) x’,N’(t) according to the rule q(x) = tanh(px) (a commonly used response 
function in neural networks). In the biological context, xiN’(t) may be related to the 
membrane potential of the nerve cell and cp(xiN’(l)) to its electrical activity (e.g., its 
firing rate). {Ji, IS a set of i.i.d. random variables with normal N(0, J2) distribution, 
(presynaptic) neuron to the input of the ith 
(postsynaptic) neuron. Based on the dynamical mean field theory of spin glass, 
Sompolinsky and Crisanti proposed that in the limit N + cc, the behavior of this 
system can be described by a single self-consistent 
$x(t) =- x(t) + 4(t), 
where 5 is a Gaussian process with mean zero such that its variance satisfies the 
equation 
EC5(t)Wl = ECvW~)h+44)1. (17) 
Then they studied this limit process and showed that there is a p!,ase transition from 
a stationary phase to a chaotic phase occurring at a critical value of the parameter /U. 
The McKean-Vlasov limit corresponding to system (13) has the form of 
dx(t) = - x(t)dt + J(p(t), $tanh(px)>dw(t), 
p(t) = distribution of x(t). 
(18) 
We show that there is a phase transition for this limit process: for low temperatures 
(b > BE) the system (18) has a unique nontrivial invariant (Gaussian) measure while 
for high temperatures (/I 4 fit) the system (18) has no nontrivial invariant measure. In 
the case of p > PC the covariance of the invariant Gaussian measure is the unique 
positive solution of the SK-spin glass fixed point equation (6). We also show that both 
the nontrivial invariant measure (in the case fi > PC) and the degenerate one (in the 
case fi I fl,) are stable. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the main results. 
In Section 3 we show the-existence and uniqueness of the Eqs. (10) and (12). In Section 
4 we prove the McKean-Vlasov limit theorem. Finally, in Section 5 we study the 
stationary solution of the limiting process (18). 
2. Statement of the results 
Let (a, 9, P) be a given probability space and (91)t Z 0 be a family of increasing sub 
a-algebras of 9’ which is assumed to be right-continuous and complete. Let {Bi) y= 1 
and (Wijjfj=l be two sets of mutually independent one-dimensional Fr-Brownian 
motions defined on this probability space. For a given metric space S we denote by 
M(S) the space of probability measures on S carrying the usual topology of weak 
convergence. The weak convergence in M(S) will be denoted by * . As usual C,,(S) 
denotes the space of real-valued bounded continuous functions on S and C( [0, cc ), R) 
denotes the space of real-valued continuous functions on [0, co). 
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Consider the interacting diffusion system determined by the following It6 equations 
in R: 
dXiN’(t) = b(xjN’(t))dt + 1 ~ cp(xr(t))dwij(t) 
JNj=l 
+ o(xi”‘(t))dBi(t), i = 1, . . . , N, (19) 
where b(x), cr(x) and q(x) are continuous functions defined on R which are assumed to 
satisfy the conditions: 
Hi. There exists a constant K such that for all x, y E R: 
lb(x) - b(y)1 + I44 - o(y)1 5 Klx - ~1; 
lb(x)l’+ lo(x I K(1 + Ixl*). 
H2. v(x) is bounded and Lipschitz with ~(0) = 0. 
Under the above conditions it is easy to show (Proposition 1) that the system of 
equations (19) had a unique solution (x\“‘( .), . . . , xy’(.))foreachN> l.LetX,bethe 
associated empirical measure defined by 
(20) 
which is viewed as a random probability measure on the path space C( [0, co ), R). We 
use QN to denote the probability law of XN. Clearly, QN E M (M (C( [0, co ), R))). For 
t 2 0, we denote by X,(t) the marginal measure of XN. 
Theorem 1. Let the hypotheses H1 and H2 be satis$ed. Suppose that the following two 
initial conditions hold: 
(9 sUP~~1maxl.i1NE(IXj~‘(0)(‘)< CD, 
(ii) X,(O) * u in M(R) as N+ co. 
Then the sequence of probability of laws (QN);=I of (X,),“,, converges weakly in 
M(M (C( [0, co ), R))) to a Dirac measure 6,, written as QN *S,, where ,u is the 
probability law on C( [0, co), R) of the unique solution {x(t): t 2 0} of the following 
equation: 
dx(t) = b(x(t))dt + Jmdw(t) + o(x(t))dB(t), 
n(t) is the distribution ofx(t), P(0) = u, 
where B and w are two independent one-dimensional Brownian motions. 
(21) 
Remark. By Ito’s formula, it is easy to see that the limit probability law p obtained in 
Theorem 1 satisfies the following McKean-Vlasov equation in the weak sense: 
drdt) 
~ = Jx4t))*P(t), 
dt 
(22) 
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where for any probability measure /.L, 
WL) = &J2(4 + (PL, rp’)k$ + b(x)-& (23) 
and L(p)* denotes the formal adjoint of L(p). 
Next we consider a random neural network type interacting model by taking 
G(X) = 0 (i.e., ignore the external noise), b(x) = - x (i.e., without the interaction each 
neural simply follows a monotonously decay dynamics) and q(x) = $ tanh( /?x) (the 
usual nonlinear response function in neural networks). Then Eq. (19) reduces to 
dxiN’(t) = - XiN’(t)dt + 1 i: q(xr(t))dwij(t), 
JNj=l 
i=l N, , ... 2 (24) 
and in the limit N -+ 00 the corresponding McKean-Vlasov limit process is described 
by the equation 
dx(r) = - x(r)dr + J,mdw(r), 
p(t) is the distribution of x(t), C&X) = & tanh(px). 
(25) 
Theorem 2. There exists a critical value PC = 1 such thatfor j3 I PC, the limiting process 
determined by Eq. (25) has no nontrivial invariant probability measure. For p > BE, Eq. 
(25) has a unique Gaussian invariant probability measure 
P,(dx) = - &exp (26) 
where o is the unique positive solution of the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick spin glass jixed 
point equation 
CT= 
s 
dx. (27) 
-m 
Moreover, the invariant measure P,(dx) is stable in the sense that the probability 
distribution u(t) of the unique solution x(t) of Eq. (25) will always converge weakly to 
P,(dx) as t + 00 for any initial point x(0) = x,, E R. 
Remark. From the proof of Theorem 2 (Section 5) one can see that in the case /? I PC 
the degenerate invariant measure 6,, is also stable. 
3. Existence and uniqueness 
We first prove existence and uniqueness of the finite system defined by Eq. (19). 
Proposition 1. Let the conditions HI and H, be satisfied. Let also the initial random 
vector x(0) = (xl”‘(O)):= 1 E L2(f& To, P) be independent ofboth B(t) and w(t). Thenfor 
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1, Eq. (19) dejines a unique Markov d@ision process 
xCN) = {(xiN’(t), . . . ) xjyN’(t)): t 2 O} 
on RN. The domain D(AcN’) of its injinitesimal generator AcN’ contains Cj%(RN), the space 
of real-valued functions on RN with compact support possessing continuous second 
derivatives. On C,f(RN), AtN’ coincides with the second-order differential operator 
LcN’(mN)f(x) = 2 i[o’(x) +(mN, q2)1g + , 
i=l I 
(28) 
where for (x1, . . . , xN) E RN, mN is the associated empirical measure 
mN = k,i dXi. (29) 
r-l 
Proof. Denote 
x(t) = (X1(t), . . . ,XN(t))> 
dx(t)) = (b(xl(t)), ... >&N(t))), 
Ptxtt)) = (C((Xl@)), ... 3 a(xN(t)))> 
@txtt)) = L(dxl(t))> ... > dXN(f)))> 
fi 
/ wll(t) “’ wNl(t)\ 
W12(t) “’ WN2(t) 
I 
w(t) = . . ) 
\ WlN(t) .” WNN@)/ 
B,(t) 0 
B(t) = ‘.. 1 1 . 0 BN(t) 
Then Eq. (19) can be written as an It6 equation in RN 
dx(t) = cr(x(t))dt + @(x(t))dw(t) + B(x(t))dB(t). (30) 
Using the conditions Hi and H, one can easily check that a(x) and B(x) are Lipschitz 
continuous functions on RN satisfying the linear growth condition. Also, G(x) is 
a bounded continuous function on RN. The existence and uniqueness for Eq. (19) then 
follow from the standard Picard iteration on stochastic differential equations (see, e.g., 
Ikeda and Watanabe, 1989). It remains to show that, for eachfe Cj#%N), the process 
MNf(t) =f(x(t)) -f@(O)) - s rL’N’(XN(S))f(X(S))ds (31) 0 
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is a martingale, where X,(t) = (l/N), Cy’ 
. llBL) be the Banach space of real-valued bounded Lipschitz 
continuous functionsfon [w, where the norm 11. llBL is defined by 
llfllsl_ = sup If( + 1”“p 
If(x) -f(Y)1 
(x _ y( . 
XER 
(32) 
We denote by (BL*@), (1. IIf,) the corresponding dual space, where the dual norm 
II ’ I& is defined by 
lIPlIZ = f~ BL(R), ,,f,,sL _ 1 { I (pd) I>, sup p E =*w. (33) 
< 
It is known that IIP - QIl,*,_ forms a metric on M([W) which generates the usual 
topology of weak convergence (Dudley, 1968). 
Next we introduce the Wasserstein metric WT(pL, v) on M(C( [0, T], 1w)) as follows: 
Wr(p, v) = inf 
is 
sup IXh) - Xh)Im(duI, dud , (34) 
CKO, n w x C(l3, n n) t I T 
CL, v E M(C(CO, Tl, ‘WI 
where X, is the canonical mapping from C( [0, T], [w) to iw, and the infimum is taken 
over the space M(C( [0, T], [w) x C([O, T], [w)) of all probability measures m on 
C([O, T], [w) x C([O, T], K!) which have marginal measures n and v. It is well known 
that under the metric M(C( [0, 7’1, [w)) becomes a complete metric space which 
generates the usual topology of weak convergence plus the convergence of the first 
moment (Rachev and Shortt, 1990). 
Lemma 1. For any T > 0 and p, v E M(C([O, T], KU) 
sup II /JL(t) - V(t)lI;L 5 ~A4 4 
tlT 
(35) 
Proof. Let 5 and rl be two C([O, T), lR)-valued random variables with distributions 
p and v, respectively. Then for any t 5 T and fe BL([W) 
I <f, At) - v(t)> I = IELf( -f@/(t))1 I 
5 sup I’(‘) +-(‘)‘E( (r(t) - u](t)\). 
x#g IX-Y1 
This yields 
(3’5) 
II&) - v(t)ll&_ I E(lt(t) - v(t)l) 5 E sup I i”(t) - rl(t)l 
> 
. (37) 
t<T 
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Thus 
sup IlAt) - v(t)llik I inf E sup It(t) - rl(t)l 
t<T 5,v H = ~T(P, VI, (38) t<T 
where the infimum is taken over all C( [0, 7’1, R)-valued random variables 5 and 
‘1 whose distributions are p and v, respectively. 0 
Proposition 2. Suppose that hypotheses HI and H2 are satisjied. Furthermore, let 
x(0) E L’(Q, F,,, P) be independent of B(t) and w(t). Then the stochastic difSerentia1 
equation (21) has a unique solution x = {x(t): t 2 0). 
Proof. Let T > 0 be arbitrary. We first note that under the conditions of Proposition 
2, for each m E M(C([O, T], R)), the ordinary stochastic differential equation 
dx(t) = b(x(t))dt + J(m(t), (p’) dw(t) + o(x(t))dB(t) (39) 
has a unique solution x, = {.x,,,(t): t E [0, T]}. The law of x, on C([O, T], R) is 
denoted by 9(x,,,). Let 17 be the operator on M(C( [0, T], R)) which maps m to _‘Z’(X~). 
Suppose that x = {x(t): t I 0} is a solution of the nonlinear Eq. (21). Then its 
probability law g(x), when restricted on C([O, T], R)), is a fixed point of I7. Con- 
versely, if m is a fixed point of Ill, then the Eq. (39) defines a solution of (21) up to time 
t I T. Therefore there is a one to one correspondence between the solutions of (21) 
and the fixed points of operator Il. We now show that the operator Il has a unique 
fixed point. To this end let p and v be two arbitrary elements in M(C( [0, T], R)) and 
let x, and x, be the corresponding solutions of Eq. (39) i.e. * f 
xJt) = x(0) + s bb,(s))ds + s r&i?%%W + s +,(4)W4 0 0 0 
s ’ b(x,(s))ds + s ’ J’<vo,cp’)dw(s) + s f x,(t) = x(0) + a(xv(4)dB(4. 0 0 0 
Then by Burkholder-DavissGundy martingale inequality (Ikeda and Watanabe, 
1989) and given hypotheses we have, for some positive constants K and C 
’ cd- - &66%1 dds) 
I) 
[o@,(s)) - o(x,(s)l dB(s) 
I) 
C&h)) - b(M)1 ds 
I) 
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T 
+ CE KS I,/‘?i&i%? - &?%i612ds 
112 
0 ) 1 
l/2 
+ CE b(x,(s)) - 4xds))12 ds ) 1 
I (KT + CKfi)E sup Ix&) - x,(t)) 
t<T 
KS 
T + CE I,/- - ,/?&i%?12ds 112 
) 1 . 0 
(40) 
Using the inequality 
cJ&/wrIx-Yl> X,YlO, (41) 
the fact that (p2(x) is a bounded Lipschitz function and Lemma 1 we can write the last 
term in (40) as 
KS 
T 
I&i%& - J’ml’ds 
l/Z 
E 
0 ) 1 112 SE I <P(S) - v(s), q2> I ds 
) 1 
SUP I<,N - v(t), v~)I”~ 
157 
5 fiE SUP I <P(L) - v(t), 1 + cp2>l 
1lT 
5 fill 1 + ‘~‘11 BL sup ii,@) - v(t)ittL 
f<T 
Therefore 
(42) 
E sup I x,,(t) - x,(f)l 
I<T 
5 (KT + CK fi)E sup 1 x,(t) - xv(t)1 + Cfilll + ‘p2 IIBL wT(k V) 
127 ) 
2 (KT + CK@ + @II 1 + Y~IIBL) SUP Ix,,(f) - x,(t)\ + @’ (P ) 
t<T 
) T d]. 
(43) 
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For small enough T, we can have (KT + CKfi + Cfijj 1 + y?//BL) < 3. Then 
E sup ).X,(L) - x,>(t) I < 4 E sup I x,(t) - x,(t)1 -t W,(p, v) 
t<T > [( f<T > 1 
Thus 
E sup I x,,(f) - xv(t) I < + &(u 4. 
tiT > 
This then yields 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
Hence, for small enough T, II is a contraction mapping and therefore produces 
a unique fixed point on M(C( [0, T], R)). This proves the existence and uniqueness of 
the solution for Eq. (21) up to some small time T. We can easily extend this solution to 
any finite interval by considering [0, T], [T, 2TJ, [2T, 3T], . . . , etc. 0 
4. McKean-Vlasov limit 
In this section we prove Theorem 1. We start by proving (QN)czI is tight in 
M(M (C( [0, co ), R)) (Proposition 3). Then we show that any limit point of (QN)g=, is 
concentrated on a subset of M(C( [0, cc ), 5X)) (Proposition 4). Finally we show that 
this subset consists only one element which is the probability law of the unique 
solution of Eq. (21) (Proposition 5). 
First we state two general results on tightness of probability measures on metric 
spaces. 
Lemma 2. Let S he a complete and separable metric space and (PN)F= 1 be a sequence of 
probability measures in M(M (S)). Let IN be the intensity measure of PN de$ned by 
(I,&> = s M(SJ<m,f)P~(dm), .fe cbts). (47) 
Then (PN)G= I is tight in M (M (S)) if and only if (I,),“= 1 is tight in M(S). 
Proof. See, e.g., Sznitman, 1989. 0 
Lemma 3. Let (I,),“= 1 be a sequence ofprobability measures in M (C( [0, co ), R)) which 
correspond to the probability laws of u sequence of continuous semimartingale (X,),“= I) 
where X,(t) = AN(t) + MN(t), t 2 0. Suppose the following two conditions hold: 
(i) for each t 2 0, the sequence (9(X,(t))),“= 1 qfprobability laws of(XN(t))G= I is tight 
in M (172); 
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(ii) for each positive 9, E and T, there exists 6 > 0 such that for any stopping time 7N 
bounded by T we have 
lim sup sup P( 1 AN(zN + 8) - AN(zN) ( > I) 5 v 
N-cc 916 
and 
limsupsupP(l(MN)TR+O- (MN&I >&)cv. 
N-em 856 
Then (Z,),“= 1 is tight in M (C( [0, co ), R)). 
Proof. See, e.g., Joffe and Metirier (1986). 0 
We also need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Suppose that sUpN k 1 E( (xiN’(0) I’) < co for some i, then for any T > 0, 
sup E sup 1 x;“‘(t))’ < cc 
N>I ( t<T ) 
Proof. Let i and T be fixed. For 0 5 t I T we have 
E EIx:~‘( '0 
+ E sup 
t17 
+ E sup 
t<T 
(48) 
for some constant cl. By condition H, 
5 c2 + c3 
According to Doob’s martingale inequality 
dt. 
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for some constant cg because cp is bounded. Similarly 
(51) 
Hence we have 
I K1 + K2 sup E((x{~‘(~)(~) 
N> 1 
+ K3 dt (52) 
for some constants Kr , K2 and K3. The result then follows from the Gronwall’s 
inequality. 0 
Proposition 3. (QN)z= 1 is tight in M(M(C([O, co), R))). 
Proof. According to Lemma 2, it suffices to prove I ,at the intensity measure (I,),“= 1 
of (QN)z= 1 is tight in M(C( [0, co ), R)). For any bounded continuous function on 
C([O, cc ), W), by symmetry of the probability law of xiN’, . ..) xf’, we have 
crN,f > = 
.i M,(c([o, rn,,~))(~~~)~~‘~~) 
(53) 
Thus it 
= + (54) 
where 
AN(t) = xiN'(0) +
s 
’ b(xiN’(s))ds (55) 
0 
and 
MN(t) = + 2 
J-.= s 
‘ci,(x:“‘(s))dw&) + 
s 
f 
a(x:N’(s))d&(s) 
J 1 o 0 
(56) 
it is enough to check that the two conditions in Lemma 3 hold. The first condition (i) 
in Lemma 3 clearly holds because according to Lemma 4 we have 
sup E( Ix:“‘(t)/‘) < co 
Ntl 
(57) 
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To check the second condition we let TN be any stopping time bounded by T and let 
8 be any positive number bounded by 6. Then due to assumption HI and Lemma 4 
(is 
TN + 0 
.wI~h+‘v + 4 - A&N)12) = E b(xiN’(s))ds 
TIN 
Ib(x:N’(s))j’ds 
K(l + /x’IN’(s)12)ds 
sup 1 xyysp + 0 as 6- 0. 
SST-+-B 
)I 
By Chebyshev’s inequality, for any E, v positive, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
(59) 
Similarly, since q is bounded, we have 
E(I<MN)~,+o - (M~)r,l) 
= E cp2(x~(sN + ~'(dN'(4)lds 
1) 
SE (S 
zh. + B 
[cl + K(1 + Ix:N’(s)12)]ds 
TR 
sup Ix:N’(t)12 )I 4 0 as 6 --f 0. i<r+fi 
This proves the tightness of (Z(x~)))$, , and hence the tightness of (QN)z_ j. 0 
We now show that any limit point of (Q,),“=, is concentrated on the subset of 
M (C( [O, co ), R)) consisting of solutions to the following martingale problem. 
For m E M(R) andfe Cj#!) consider the following operator: 
w4.m = 3Ca2(4 + cm, cp2 >lf”W + b(x)f’(x). (61) 
Let X(t) be the usual canonical process on C( [O, co ), 8%) and let @,, r 2 0, be the family 
of sigma algebras on C([O, cc ), R) generated by X(t). Let u E M(R). A probability 
measure m in M (C( [O, cc ), 83)) is said to be a solution to the martingale problem 
(L(m), u) if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
1. &X(O) E .) = u( -), 
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2. for SE C;(R) the process 
M”3”(r) =./V(r)) -f(X(O)) - 
s 
L&W(X(s))ds 
0 
is a (at, m)-martingale. 
Let S, be the set of all solutions to the martingale problem (L(m), u). 
Proposition 4. Suppose that QN(0) - 6, in M(M(R)) as N+ cc and /et Q be an 
arbitrary limit point of (QN);=I. Then Q is concentrated on the set S,, i.e., Q(S,) = 1. 
Proof. For each fixedfc C:(R) and 0 I s 5 t we define the map 
F: M(C([O, cc), R))+ R 
by 
F(m) = (in, [I@,“‘(t) - M’~“(s)]G)~, 
where G is a bounded continuous function on C( [O, co ), R) which is as,-measurable. 
For K 2 1 
(F(.) A K, Q> = lim (Ft.) A K, QN) 
iv* x 
= lim E kiil [M’,X,‘(t)(.uj’v’) - M”X’(s)(xl”‘)]G(~IN’) ’ /, K 
N- 1 1 I 
where 
IY’K = i Nzi$r E (([(M’;X’(t)(x;“‘) - M”“‘l(s)(.ul”‘)]G(xj”‘)’ A K; (63) 
and 
I$y’K = $ 2 E [ [(A4cXn(t)(~jN’) - M-~X~(s)(~~N’)] 
I #i 
x CM.‘; %(r)(x~)) _ M/:X ‘(s)(x:“))]G(x:~))G(x:“)) A K ). (64) 
Using Doob’s martingale inequality and Lemma 4 and the fact that ,f and cp are 
bounded we have 
+ c, limsupl 5 E 
hi, y_ N’,=, (IS 
,~,r-~(.~lNi(a))rr(xl~‘(~))d~i(~) ’ 
I) 
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= c1 limsup1 2 E 
N+ 13 N2i=1 
,f’(dN’(W4xj*.‘(u)l12d~) 
+ cl lim sup L : E 
N-a: N*i=, 
<c21imsupLt N+ rl, N2i=l sup 1 x;"'(u))12 )I = 0. slust For i #j, due to the basic properties of stochastic integral, we have 
lim Zyk I c,l~~s~p~,~,E(CMI:x~(i)(x/“‘) - ML X”(S) (x;“‘)] 
N- z ’ 21 
x [M’; x”(t)(x:“‘) - ivC(s)(xj”‘)]) 
< c,limsupi 1 E 
N+ CC N2i#j 
X ~~~,I.(x)“(e)).(xi”‘(u))diiii(u) 
s 
+ c5 limsup1 1 E 
N+m N2i+j 
X i >‘(xy’(U))II(x{N’(U))dBj(U) = 0 
JS 
(65) 
(66) 
have 
(67) 
(68) 
Therefore 
(F(.) A K, Q) = 0. 
Let K tend to infinity we 
F(m) = 0 Q-a.s. 
Hence if QN(0) * 6, in M(M(R)) as N + co then clearly Q is concentrated on the 
measures m E M (C( [0, co ), R) such that m is a solution of the martingale problem 
(Z(m), 4. 0 
Proposition 5. The martingale problem has a unique solution p which is the probability 
law of the unique solution of the Eq. (21). 
Proof. Let p be the law of the unique solution of (21). Then Ito’s formula implies that 
p is a solution of the martingale problem. Suppose that ZJ and v are two solutions of 
the martingale problem. Then it is easy to see that the laws of corresponding solutions 
of the linear equation (39) are necessarily the same as p and v, respectively. Since the 
nonlinear equation (21) has a unique solution, we must have p = v. Therefore the 
martingale problem has a unique solution. 0 
5. Stationary Gaussian solutions 
(69) 
(70) 
In this section we consider the following system of It6 equations in R: 
dx;“‘(t) = - x;“‘(t)dt + 1 i cp(xy’(t))dlrij(t), 
JNj:I 
i= l,...,N, 
where 
q(x) = 3 tanh( fix), p > 0. 
Let XN = kCy= 1 (syc,) be the empirical measure associated with the configuration 
xCN’ (.M 1 9 . . ..-X.N of the unique solution of (69). Then by Theorem 1, X,,, converges, as 
N + cx; , in probability to the deterministic measure p associated with the unique 
solution of the following stochastic differential equation: 
dx(t) = - x(t)dt + ,/mdrc(t), (71) 
where 
p(f) = the probability distribution of x(t). 
Our main objective in this section is to study the equilibrium behavior of (71). Since 
(71) is a gradient system, the associated invariant measures (if they exist) have the form 
of 
dx, 
where Z, is the normalization factor 
Z,(x) = jRexp{ - &x’]dr 
and 0 satisfies the following self-consistent equation 
1 
g=- 
s Z0 w 
tanh’(/?x)exp d.u. 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
Using the fact that Z, = F TC~ and a change of integral variable, the self-consistent 
equation (74) can be easily reduced to the following one: 
fJ= s tanh’(px)- w &exp 
= 
s 
tanh’(P&x)&exp dx. 
R &r 
(75) 
We are interested in the positive solutions of this equation 
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Proposition 6. There exists a critical value PC = 1 such that 
1. for /3 < PC, thejxed point equation (75) has only a triviul solution c = 0. It has no 
positive solution. 
2. ,for /3 > PC, the fixed point equation (75) has a unique positive solution r~ > 0. 
Proof. Let 
F(o) = 
s 
tanh2(/?&x& 
R fiexp 
Then clearly 
IF(o)I I tanh2( p&x) &exp{ -fi2}dxl < 1 
because Itanh(z)I < 1. Thus the solutions to (75) can only be in [0, 1). 
Since the Gaussian measure 
hexp 
as 0 + 0, a standard weak convergence argument gives 
lim F(a) = 0. 
0-0 
Thus 0 = 0 is always a solution of Eq. (75) for any p > 0. 
The first derivative of F(a) is 
F’(a) = s tanh(fi&x)sech2(p&x)flC1i2xp [w 
which is clearly positive for CJ > 0. Since 
and 
lim sech’(jI&x) = 1 
0+0 
we obtain from (SO) that 
lim F’(a) = fi”. 
rS+O 
(76) 
(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
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To compute the second derivative of F(a) we write F’(a) as follows: 
F’(o) = 
s 
f(~ x)s(a, x)dx, 
R 
(84) 
where 
f@ x) = tanh(Gx) 
B&x 
and 
(85) 
g(o, x) = sech2(/3&x)fizx2L (86) 
Then 
af’(6 x) p= 
a0 
and 
ag(o, x) p= 
aa 
This gives 
F”(o) = 
+sech2(/?&x)am’ - ftanh(B~x)B-‘a-3’2x~1 (87) 
- sech2(P&x)tanh(/?&x)fi3C112x3~ fiexp . (88) 
ah, 4 
~ da, x) + fh xl ~ 
aa 1 dx 
= s sech4(/?,,&x)+f12a- ‘x2=!- w JGexp 
tanh(/?&x)sech’(/?&iIrx)tgrr”:zxl 
JGexp 
tanh2(l,~x)sech2(~&x)/126’xLL 
J?Gexp 
I - 3 
s 
sech2(p&x)pam 
R 
x [tanh( p&x)oP I/2 - sech2( j3&x)bx] dx 
= - jX sech’(/?&x)p6’x’ 
0 fiexp 
x [tanh(jI&x)C”2 - sech2(/3&x)px]dx 
I 0. (89) 
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In the last inequality above we used the fact that 
253 
(90) 
i.e., 
tanh(b&x)a- “’ - sech’(&/k)@ 2 0. (91) 
Eqs. (79), (SO), (83) and (89) together shows that for 0 E [0, cc ) the function F(a) is 
a monotone increasing concave function of CJ such that its tangent equals f12 at CJ = 0. 
Thus for fi < PC = 1, 0 > F(o) for all 0 > 0, i.e., the fixed point equation has no 
positive solution. But for fl > PC = 1, the two curves 0 and F(o) intersect at some point 
c > 0, so fixed point equation has a unique positive solution. 0 
For B > fi, denote by c* the unique positive solution of the fixed point equation (75) 
and let P,*(dx) be the unique invariant measure defined by (72). We now show that 
P,*(dx) is stable. 
Proposition 7. The probability distribution p(t) of the unique solution x(t) of Eq. (71) 
converyes weakly to P,(dx) as t + cx: for any initial point x(0) = x0 E R. 
Proof. Since the solution process x(t) of Eq. (71) is a Gaussian process it is enough to 
show that its mean m(t) and covariance a(t) converges to zero and g*, respectively, as 
t goes to infinity. The solution x(t) of Eq. (71) can be written as 
s 
f 
x(t) = eCfxO + e~(‘~“‘~~dw(s). (92) 
0 
Thus we have 
m(t) = E(x(t)) = eC’x,, (93) 
and 
f 
a(t) = E(x(t) - m(t))2 = 
s 
e~2”~S)(~(s), q’)ds. (94) 
0 
Clearly the mean function m(t) converges to zero as t + co. To show a(t) converges to 
B* we consider the sequence {o(n): n 2 l), where 
s 
n 
a(n) = em2’“-S)(p(s), q’)ds 
0 
= fie-2in-S’[ jR2tanh’(fix)&exp{ - (x ?~~~)2}dx~ds 
=je Is 
-‘” 2 
R 
~e”tanh’(~[,,&x + m(s)])- &exp{ - kx’}ds)dx 
= 
s 
em2’,f(x, n)& 
R JLexp 
(95) 
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where 
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+ m(s)])ds. (96) 
Since ee2”f(x, n), n 2 1, b is ounded uniformly in x, {g(n): n 2 l} is a bounded set and 
thus it is relatively compact. Let cr(n,J, k 2 1, be an arbitrary convergent subsequence 
of {O(H): n 2 l}. Then an integral by parts formula yields 
f(x, 4 = 2 
s 
“ke2stanh2(p[~x + m(s)])ds 
0 
= e*‘tanh*(fi[&S)x + m(s)])lZ - 28 
5 
“e2’tanh(BIJ&)x + m(s)]) 
0 
x sech2(p[JO(S)x + m(s)])[fo(s)- ‘/*cr’(s)x - m(s)] ds 
= e2”“tanh2(/?[Ja(n,)x + m(nk)]) - tanh2(pxo) 
- Vx0 
s 
“ke”tanh2(p[&@x + m(s)]) 
0 
x sech2( fi [mx + m(s)]) &(s)- iI2 a’(s)x - m(s)] ds. (97) 
Since the functions tanh, sech, m(s), a(s) and G’(S) are all bounded, Eq. (97) implies 
lim e-2”kf(x, nk) = ,hmX tanh*(P[ax + m(n,J]) = tanh2(fi&x), (98) 
k- r 
where crao denotes the limit point of CT(Q). Combining Eqs. (95) and (98) we have 
6, = lim c(nk) = tanh’(fi&x)& (99) 
k- 5 s Iw JGexp r 1 
- ix2 dx, 
i.e., crm satisfies the fixed point equation (75). But for p > PC, Eq. (75) has unique fixed 
point. Thus we must have crs = cr*. Since the subsequence rr(nk) above is arbitrary we 
conclude that o(n) converges to G* as n goes to infinity. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 0 
Remark. For the case B I PC the above proof goes through exactly the same way, 
except that Eq. (99) now has only a trivial solution coj = 0. Thus the law of the limit 
process of (71) converges to a degenerate invariant measure ho. 
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